Responses of cat horizontal cells to sinusoidal gratings.
The spatiotemporal properties of cat horizontal (H-) cells were studied by recording the intracellular responses in the optically intact, in vivo, eye to sinusoidal gratings at a photopic mean illumination level. In order to investigate the linearity of spatial summation a "null test" was performed in which the responses to contrast reversal gratings were measured at different positions of the grating relative to the receptive field. Spatial and temporal transfer functions were measured using drifting sinusoidal gratings of variable spatial and temporal frequencies. The amplitudes of cat H-cell responses to contrast reversal gratings modulated with a square wave time-course showed a sinusoidal dependence on spatial phase. When zero crossings of the grating were lined up with the receptive field center, as defined by the maximum of the measured line weighting function, contrast reversal produced no response modulation. This result did not depend on the spatial frequency of the grating or the temporal frequency of contrast modulation over substantial ranges. The response waveform was found not to depend on the spatial phase of the grating. The spatial transfer function of cat H-cells has low-pass characteristics with a cut-off frequency in the range of about 0.4-1.5 c/deg. The shape of the spatial transfer function was roughly the same for temporal frequencies ranging from 3 to 10 Hz. The temporal transfer function exhibited band-pass characteristics with a maximum response amplitude at 3-6 Hz. The amplitude fall-off for low and high temporal frequencies was independent of the spatial frequency of the grating. The results obtained with sine gratings were found not to agree with the receptive field profiles measured with narrow slits flashed at different positions in the receptive field.